PMIEF convenes global teachers to hear feedback on resource usage, and releases new tools to support the delivery of career and technical education courses. Plus, visit with PMIEF in Chicago this month!

PMIEF goes straight to teachers to ask tough questions: do these resources work in your classroom?

Global teachers convene in Florence, Italy, to discuss their unique experiences bringing a PMIEF resource into their school classrooms.

To find out what they had to say, click here.
Asia Society releases new PM-Rich resources for teachers thanks to PMIEF grant

Teachers in a pilot program overwhelmingly agree that the 12-hour video course and accompanying toolkit will support their delivery of career and technical education courses.

To learn more about this grant-sponsored program and check out the resources, click here.

PMIEF at PMI® Leadership Institute Meeting and Global Conference in Chicago, IL, USA

Visit with PMIEF Staff and representatives from our Board of Directors at a kiosk in Leaders' Edge, and at a booth in the exhibit hall. Plus, don't forget to drop into one of three educational sessions to hear exciting updates.
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